Methane band and Spitzer mid-IR imaging of L and T dwarf candidates in the Pleiades
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ABSTRACT

We present Spitzer observations at [3.6] and [4.5] microns together with the methane short (1.58 μm)-methane long (1.69 μm) colour for 3 cool dwarfs in the Pleiades, PLZJ23, PLZJ93 and PLZJ100. We determine the effective temperatures of PLZJ23 and PLZJ93 to be ~1200 and ~1100 K. From the broadband photometry we place an upper limit of 1100 K on the effective temperature of PLZJ100 but lack the data required to determine the value more precisely. These temperatures are in the T dwarf regime yet the methane colours indicate no methane is present. We attribute this to youth/low gravity in line with theoretical expectations. However, we find even less methane is present than predicted by the models.

PLZJ23 and PLZJ93 are also very bright in the [3.6] micron waveband (PLZJ100 is not measured) compared to field brown dwarfs which can also be explained by this lack of methane.

The definition of the T spectral class is the appearance of methane absorption, so strictly, via this definition, PLZJ93 and PLZJ100 cannot be described as T dwarfs. The colours of these two objects are, however, not compatible with those of L dwarfs. Thus we have a classification problem and cannot assign these objects a (photometric) spectral type.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the first T dwarf, Gl229B (Nakajima et al. 1995), more than 150 have been catalogued1. These are almost exclusively field dwarfs, and have been used to define the T spectral type and to produce empirical sequences that describe how the photometric colours change with effective temperature (e.g. Leggett et al. 2002, 2010). However, as brown dwarfs are degenerate objects, their radii decrease as they cool (Burrows et al. 2001), making not only this parameter, but also their gravity permanently linked to their evolution. There has been much work on searching for both T and, the earlier spectral type, L dwarfs in open star clusters as cluster members have a known age. This age constraint means that evolutionary models (e.g. DUSTY, Chabrier et al. 2000) can be used to estimate their masses and, as the majority of cluster members remain gravitationally bound, the mass function of the cluster can be used as a proxy for the initial mass function (IMF) of the cluster, and hence the Galaxy. There is much discussion as to the shape of the IMF and whether it is consistent across all open star clusters (e.g. Moraux, Bouvier & Clarke 2005; Lodieu et al. 2007). Inconsistencies would suggest a variety of initial conditions to star formation processes. The IMF can also be used to put constraints on the lowest masses that can be created via star formation processes. The majority of the work on the IMF to date has been based on L dwarfs alone. To better understand the IMF we must begin to discover more T dwarfs with a known age, thus extending the IMF into the T dwarf regime. This is because only with a sample that encompasses a wide range in mass and age can we begin to fully comprehend the IMF.

The majority of discovered T dwarfs however, are field objects, and hence old (>5 Gyr). This means that they have no accurate age estimation to enable them to be used in defining the IMF, and empirical relations derived from colours and spectra provide little information on how gravity affects their atmospheres. To date there are few examples of confirmed low gravity T dwarfs (e.g. HN
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Brown dwarfs are classified as either L or T dwarfs based on the strengths of lines within their spectra, and the general spectral shape in comparison to standards (see Kirkpatrick 2005 for a review), although estimates based on broadband photometry are often made. For T dwarfs this classification is usually based on the near-infrared spectra (Burgasser et al. 2002; Geballe et al. 2002), while the hotter L dwarfs are classified using optical spectra (Kirkpatrick et al. 1999). Obviously, to achieve any sort of classification, “standard” objects must be selected, and so objects with unusual colours such as low gravity objects were often excluded as outliers. Kirkpatrick (2005) notes that, for example, any L0 dwarf will fall between a higher mass (≈85 $M_{\text{Jup}}$), old (> a few Gyr), stellar object to a very young (< 20 Myr) low mass (<20 $M_{\text{Jup}}$) brown dwarf. Understandably, this is a large range in mass and age, and it is therefore perhaps naive to assume every L dwarf of a defined spectral type to have identical photometry and indeed spectra, particularly while so many absorption lines are sensitive to gravity (e.g. K1, Na I, Rb I, Cs I). It was suggested in Kirkpatrick (2005) that brown dwarf classification have a suffix added where $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, and $\delta$ could be used to denote decreasing gravity. Cruz et al. (2009) have recently used this notation while creating a low gravity sequence for early L dwarfs. This follows the work of Kirkpatrick et al. (2008) who studied 20 low gravity dwarfs including 8 M dwarfs and 11 L dwarfs. Cruz et al. (2009) identified 23 low gravity L dwarfs from L0-L5, and beginning to define a low gravity sequence based on that presented in Kirkpatrick et al. (1999) using gravity sensitive features in the spectra. They use $\beta$ to describe an object of the age of the Pleiades, and show that typically these objects are red for their spectral class in $J - K_S$. It will, however, take time before a similar feat can be accomplished based on late L dwarfs and T dwarfs, as so few are currently known.

As discussed earlier, open star clusters have long been the favourite hunting ground for these benchmark objects as they are coeval. However, as we search further into the T dwarf regime to cooler temperatures, it is becoming evident that the majority of surveys do not probe deep enough to discover T dwarfs. To date, there are 2 T dwarfs known in the Hyades (Bouvier et al. 2008), although at an age of 625 Myr this means that they have a gravity similar to that of field T dwarfs. SOri70 (Zapatero Osorio et al. 2002) was discovered in σ Orionis, and it has been recently suggested that it may be surrounded by a dust disk accounting for its redness in the [3.6] and [4.5] micron bands (Scholz & Jayawardhana 2008). One object was reported by (Burgess et al. 2009) in IC348 with an estimated spectral type of T6. However at the young age of this population (3 Myr), the reliability of evolutionary models is questionable due to the rather ad-hoc nature of the starting point of these calculations (Baraffe et al. 2002).

There have been many studies of the Pleiades to search for young brown dwarfs, although until our previous work (Casewell et al. 2007) only L dwarfs were discovered (e.g. Bouvier et al. 1998; Pinfield et al. 2000; Moraux et al. 2001; Dobbie et al. 2002; Bihain et al. 2006; Stauffer et al. 2007; Lodieu et al. 2007). In Casewell et al. (2007) we presented the results of a 2.5 square degree survey of the Pleiades in near-IR and optical wavebands. After selecting candidate cluster members using the $I - Z$, $I$ and $Z - J$, $Z$ colour magnitude diagrams, we measured proper motions using the 5 year baseline between the near-IR and optical datasets. After our analysis, 6 candidates were consistent with being late L or early T dwarfs. These objects are far too faint to obtain a spectrum with which to confirm their nature, and so we present here additional photometry in the form of Spitzer IRAC [3.6] and [4.5] micron bands, methane imaging and near-IR $K$ band imaging of the faintest candidates. This additional information will allow us to place constraints on atmospheric models appropriate to a young cluster and hence a low gravity environment.

### 2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

#### 2.1 The methane imaging and its reduction

Methane imaging is a very useful tool for determining whether a brown dwarf is a bona fide T dwarf when a spectrum is not available as shown by Tinney et al. (2005). As T dwarfs get cooler, methane absorption becomes more dominant in the $H$ band as seen in Figure 1. The magenta curve (long dashed line) is a T0.5 dwarf, SDSSJ015141.69+124429.6 (Geballe et al. 2002) which shows very little methane absorption. The flux in the $H$ band forms a broad hump. However, as we progress to the T4.5 dwarf, 2MASSJ05591914-1404488 (green, short dashed line; Burgasser et al. 2000) this region, and in particular the red side of the flux, appears to have been suppressed by the presence of methane in the atmosphere. This is further shown in the T8 dwarf, 2MASSJ04151955-093506 (blue, dotted line; Burgasser et al. 2002) which shows sharply peaked flux in this region. We can further characterise the degree of methane absorption by using the methane filters, $CH_4$ “long” (grey line in Figure 1) and “short” (black line in Figure 1). We can calculate a methane colour index $CH_4$-y, which will be negative for objects with a late T spectral type as all the flux is in the short filter and not the long (where the majority of the methane absorption is occurring).

We imaged each of the 5 T dwarf candidates from Casewell et al. (2007) (PLZJ93, PLZJ721, PLZJ235, PLZJ112 and PLZJ110) using NIRI on Gemini North in both the methane short and methane long filters on the nights of 02/09/2007 and 04/09/2007. We requested that the seeing be better than 1.2” and that the cloud cover was at the 70th percentile or better (corresponding to at worst, thin cirrus). It was noted in the observing log there was some passing cloud on the observation of PLZJ110, but this does not appear to have affected the images. The remaining candidate PLZJ23, has an estimated photometric spectral type of L8, and therefore was not observed as part of the methane imaging programme.

NIRI consists of a 1024×1024 pixel ALADDIN InSb array
and when combined with the f/6 camera, provides a plate scale of 0.117 arcseconds per pixel and a field of view of 120×120 arcseconds. The data were obtained using a 9 point dither pattern and total exposure times of 30 mins for the CH₄s filter and 1hr for the CH₄l filter. We also observed a known T5 dwarf 2MASSJ04070885+1514565 (Burgasser et al. 2004) for 1 min in both the CH₄s and CH₄l filters to act as a standard object with which to check our results.

The images were reduced using IRAF, the GEMINI package v1.9 and the NIRI specific tasks. Firstly the images were prepared using the NPREPARE task which adds keywords to the image headers in preparation for data reduction. A sky frame was then created from the images using NISKY, which median combined each science image after masking out any objects. This sky frame was used instead of dark frames, as having been taken concurrently with the science images, it gives a better measurement of the dark current. The NIREDUCE task was then used to subtract the sky frame from the science images. Flat field images are taken for NIRI in both a “lamp on” and a “lamp off” mode. These are essentially high and low dome flats and are used to separate the instrument thermal signature from the instrument response. The flat field was created by subtracting the median combined “lamp off” frames from the single “lamp on” frames and median combining. This flat field was then normalised by dividing by the mean pixel value with FLAT. The XDIMSUM package and the XMOSAIC task were then used to combine the individual flat fielded science frames. This processing resulted in two images for each object, a CH₄l and a CH₄s image. The images were then astrometrically calibrated using the STARLINK packages AUTOASTROM and GAIA, and the object extraction routine SExtractor was run. All sources in the images with good photometry were then selected, and J and K band photometry obtained for them from the UKIRT Infrared Sky Survey’s Galactic Cluster Survey (UKIDSS GCS; Lawrence et al. 2007) Data Release 6. Stellar sources were then selected using the flags from UKIDSS and their J – K colours were then used with Figure 4 of Tinney et al. (2005) to estimate the spectral type for these reference objects (typically between 12 and 20 objects were used). As NIRI and IRIS2 have the same methane filter set Equation 2 from Tinney et al. (2005) was then used to calculate the theoretical CH₄s - CH₄l colour. The measured CH₄s - CH₄l were then plotted against the theoretical colour and used to determine the zeropoint for the data. This zeropoint was then applied to the science targets. The zeropoints for each of the reference objects used are shown in figures 2 and 3, and the scatter in the standards is typically about 10 per cent. We checked the reliability of our method by using 2MASSJ04070885+1514565. We had fewer standards, as the UKIDSS LAS has not covered this region yet, and so we used 2MASS with the transforms presented by (Carpenter 2001) to convert between the 2MASS and MKO filter set. The resultant CH₄s - CH₄l colour was -0.569±0.0293 which is consistent with colours for a T5 dwarf.

The methane images had much higher S/N than the original detection images, and in some cases, this means we were able to identify our targets as non-stellar objects. On close examination of the images, PLZJ235 appears to be a galaxy with a measured ellipticity of 1.53 (Figure 4). PLZJ112 appears to be a galaxy, but is much less elongated than PLZJ235, and only has an ellipticity of 0.28. PLZJ721 does not appear to be a galaxy, but it has a measured ellipticity of 2.02. However it has a methane colour index
of 0.25 ± 0.09 which is consistent with both PLZJ235 and PLZJ112 and is also slightly offset from its position as measured by our original WFCAM images. This indicates that in our original analysis (Casewell et al. 2007) it may only have been a marginal detection of part of an elliptical object. This would also account for the previous motion derived.

PLZJ93 and PLZJ100 however, appear to be stellar with ellipticities of 0.30 and 0.23 respectively (Figure 5). Using the NIRI images we have also attempted to measure proper motions for these objects, however the small field of view means that the errors are too large to be an improvement on the measurements presented in Casewell et al. (2007). The proper motions, are however consistent with the earlier results. The final magnitudes are shown in Table 1.

### 2.2 The Spitzer imaging and its reduction

We have also obtained Spitzer IRAC (Fazio et al. 2004) photometry from Cycle 4 (Programme ID:40482, PI: Jameson) in the [3.6] and [4.5] micron bands using IRAC mapping mode to observe all of our remaining targets (PLZJ23, PLZJ93 and PLZJ100) on 17/10/2007 and 21/09/2008. PLZJ100 however, is too close to a much brighter object for us to measure its photometry and so the data presented here is for PLZJ23 and PLZJ93 only. The data were observed using 100s integrations and the standard medium 18 point dither pattern and the full array giving a total exposure time of 1800s per pointing. We used the basic calibrated data (BCD) images and the standard reduction method with the recommended MOPEX pipeline (v18.3.3) to perform overlap corrections, and create final and array correction mosaics of the images.

We performed aperture photometry on our targets using the APEX software and an aperture of 3 pixels with a background aperture of 12-20 pixels. We then used the array correction mosaic to correct for the array location dependence and the relevant zeropoint. Channel 1 ([3.6] micron) also had a pixel phase correction applied. The IRAC zero magnitude flux densities as found on the Spitzer website were then used to convert the flux into magnitudes on the Vega magnitude scale. The photometric errors were estimated using the Poisson noise given by the APEX software which was then combined with the errors on the zeropoints. The 3 per cent absolute calibration was added in quadrature to these photometric errors. We confirmed this error estimate was accurate by creating 3 stacks of 6 individual images in each channel, to corroborate the measured range of magnitudes was within the previously calculated error range.

### 2.3 Additional $H$ and $K$ band photometry

As our original data was in the $I$, $Z$, $J$ and in limited cases also the $H$ band, we obtained time on UKIRT with the UKIRT Fast Track Imager (UFTI) in semester 2007B to observe our candidates in the $H$ and $K$ bands. Unfortunately had weather meant that only $K$ band data were obtained for PLZJ100 on 26/01/2008. These data were reduced using the ORAC-DR pipeline provided as part of the STARLINK packages, and the mosaics combined using the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility v2.12.2a (IRAF; Tody 1986) XDMSUM package and the XMOSAIC task as described below. The SEEXTRACTOR was used to extract objects with stellar profiles from the images, and these objects were then cross correlated with the UKIDSS GCS catalogue to provide a photometric zeropoint and calibrate the image. The target’s apparent magnitude is given in Table 1, and the $J − K$, $K$ colour-magnitude diagram for the cluster is shown in Figure 6.

### 3 RESULTS

Our new results leave three Pleiades candidates, PLZJ23, PLZJ93 and PLZJ100. Their broadband colours (Table 1) indicate spec-

---

**Table 2.** Spitzer IRAC, [3.6] and [4.5] micron magnitudes for the candidate Pleiades L and T dwarfs PLZJ23 and PLZJ93.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>[3.6]</th>
<th>[4.5]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLZJ93</td>
<td>17.266±0.045</td>
<td>16.929±0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLZJ23</td>
<td>16.655±0.040</td>
<td>16.194±0.044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
chemical types of late L for PLZJ23 and early to mid T for PLZJ93 and PLZJ100 and their position in the colour-magnitude diagrams (thick dashed line) and 120 Myr (thick solid line). The vertical dot-dashed line is at 1100 K, the effective temperature of PLZJ93.

Table 1. Observed magnitudes and colours for the candidate Pleiads. PLZJ721, PLZJ235 and PLZJ112 have been determined to be background galaxies, and hence non-members of the Pleiades.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>RA</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>CH₄₄ - CH₄₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLZJ23</td>
<td>03 51 53.38</td>
<td>+24 38 12.11</td>
<td>23.541±0.140</td>
<td>22.187±0.112</td>
<td>19.960±0.100</td>
<td>19.362±0.100</td>
<td>18.510±0.030</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLZJ93</td>
<td>03 55 13.00</td>
<td>+24 36 15.8</td>
<td>24.488±0.370</td>
<td>22.592±0.164</td>
<td>19.968±0.080</td>
<td>19.955±0.100</td>
<td>19.420±0.100</td>
<td>0.14±0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLZJ100</td>
<td>03 47 19.19</td>
<td>+25 20 53.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23.563±0.373</td>
<td>20.254±0.114</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19.899±0.06</td>
<td>0.115±0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLZJ21</td>
<td>03 55 07.14</td>
<td>+24 57 22.34</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.195±0.092</td>
<td>20.248±0.116</td>
<td>20.417±0.123</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.259±0.0982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLZJ235</td>
<td>03 52 32.57</td>
<td>+24 44 36.64</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.339±0.115</td>
<td>20.039±0.112</td>
<td>20.245±0.127</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.215±0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLZJ112</td>
<td>03 53 19.37</td>
<td>+24 53 31.85</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.532±0.116</td>
<td>20.281±0.143</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.295±0.0930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. CH₄₄ - CH₄₄ colour vs T eff for the DUSTY models at 5 Gyr (thin dashed line) and 120 Myr (thin solid line) and the COND models at 5 Gyr (thick dashed line) and 120 Myr (thick solid line). The vertical dot-dashed line is at 1100 K, the effective temperature of PLZJ93.
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gravities, the L-T transition may happen at a lower effective temperature. This is consistent with the analysis of HN Peg B presented by Leggett et al. (2008). In IC348, Burgess et al. (2009) find that for younger objects, a cooler temperature is expected for the same methane colour. This is consistent with the assumption that the L-T transition, and hence the onset of methane absorption, occurs at a lower temperature for younger (lower gravity) objects.

The recent spectroscopic study on the Pleiades L dwarfs by Bihain et al. (2010), also finds evidence of low gravity features in some early L dwarfs. These spectra show the characteristic triangular shaped bump in the in the H band as seen in young L dwarfs in Trapezium (Lucas & Roche 2000). This shape could be due to a reduction in the H₂ collision - induced absorption and water absorption in a low gravity and dusty environment than is commonly seen in field L dwarfs (Borysow, Jorgensen & Zheng 1997; Kirkpatrick et al. 2006; Mohanty et al. 2007). This dusty environment is consistent with the L-T transition happening at a lower temperature in the Pleiades. This youth and dusty atmosphere is also given as a reason for the redder J - K colours seen in the Pleiades L dwarfs compared to field dwarfs as the H₂ collision - induced absorption opacity also affects the K band and depends on the square of the gas density (Knapp et al. 2004), which is lower at lower gravity, making the atmosphere more transparent and hence the flux brighter.

A similar effect was seen by Lodieu et al. (2008) in Upper Scorpius where numerous candidates with spectral types between M and mid-L were selected from the UKIDSS GCS using photometry, but spectra revealed them to all have much earlier spectral types than expected. This lead the authors to deduce that the J - K colour for young L dwarfs is much redder than older L dwarfs of the same spectral type.

To compare the PLZJ23, PLZJ93 and PLZJ100 with models, we have derived effective temperatures using an almost model independent method described in the following paragraphs. To do this we must assume that PLZJ23, PLZJ93 and PLZJ100 are all single objects, and indeed, we have no evidence of their being binaries.

With the I, J, Z, H, K, [3.6] and [4.5] filters measured magnitudes, it is possible to sum the corresponding fluxes, add a small modelled contribution from the wavelengths not covered, and thus, using the distance to the Pleiades, obtain the bolometric luminosity. If we further assume a suitable brown dwarf radius, we can then determine the effective temperature. We have used the distance to the Pleiades (133 pc; An et al. 2007), the AMES-COND spectra (Allard et al. 2001), Mₖ and the age of the Pleiades (125 Myr; Stauffer, Schultz & Kirkpatrick 1998) to calculate the brown dwarf radii, R.

We then converted our Vega magnitudes to intensities, using
the standard zero magnitude intensities (Bessell, Castelli & Plez 1998). These were then multiplied by the known filter widths to obtain fluxes. These fluxes were then summed and multiplied by 4πd² where d is 133 pc (the distance to the Pleiades) to get most of the bolometric luminosity.

The above paragraph describes the principle of the method and also provides a first T\textsubscript{eff} estimate, using the method below. However, the Vega spectrum is very different from that of a brown dwarf. Thus for each filter we integrate the Vega spectrum over the filter transmission profile. We also integrate an AMES-COND spectrum with the first estimate T\textsubscript{eff} over the filter profile. Comparing the two gives the normalisation factor of the AMES-COND spectrum. Finally, we integrate the AMES-COND spectrum over the wavelength range where the transmission exceeds 5 per cent to calculate the total filter flux. As above, then summing the filter fluxes and multiplying by 4πd² gives the majority of the bolometric luminosity.

To get the total luminosity we then have to add a very small contribution for the fluxes that lie between the I, Z, J, H, K and the [3.6] and [4.5] filters and also a contribution for the flux redwards of the [4.5] \mu m filter (i.e. >5.0 \mu m). To do this, we make an estimate of the effective temperature and used the AMES-COND model spectra (Allard et al. 2001) to obtain the surface brightness in the above regions. We then sum these surface brightnesses and multiply by the surface area of the brown dwarf using the radii given in the COND model isochrones (Baraffe et al. 2003). This contribution is then added to the observed luminosity to obtain the total luminosity. We find, depending slightly on which dwarf is measured, that ≈90 per cent of the total luminosity is observed and only ≈10 per cent is derived from the models.

We then used the relationship between R/R\textsubscript{⊙}, L/L\textsubscript{⊙}, and T\textsubscript{eff}/T\textsubscript{eff,⊙} to calculate the effective temperature. We then iterated the calculation using the calculated effective temperature instead of the estimated one when calculating the surface brightness from the model spectra.

Our results are an effective temperature of 1121±50 K and 1252±50 K, for PLZJ93 and PLZJ100 respectively (we shall assume values of ≈1100 and ≈1200 K hereafter). The main source of error on this calculation is from the measured photometry (which is in general 10 per cent photometry). A further source of error due to the assumed model radius is given in the following section. As we have no Spitzer magnitudes or H band for PLZJ100, we cannot estimate its T\textsubscript{eff} other than to say its broadband and methane colours mean is is likely cooler than PLZJ93, and so we can give an upper limit on the effective temperature of ≈1100 K. These temperatures correspond to masses between 11 and 12 M\textsubscript{Jup} using the COND models for 120 Myr (Baraffe et al. 2003).

4 DISCUSSION

The estimated temperatures and the COND models for 120 Myr can be used to estimate the amount of H band methane absorption we expect in these objects. Figure 7 shows both objects are expected to have -1.0 \textgreater \textit{CH} \textsubscript{A} - \textit{CH} \textsubscript{B} \textgreater -0.5. Both PLZJ93 and PLZJ100 are observed to have positive methane indices however, indicating no methane absorption. Thus low gravity seems to have a greater effect on the L-T transition than the models predict.

How robust is this result? Clearly it depends on our measured effective temperatures being correct. If T\textsubscript{eff} was in fact as high as 1400 K, then we would not expect a negative methane colour index. As explained above, the L/L\textsubscript{⊙} values only depend on the models at a 10 per cent level. Saumon & Marley (2008) have pointed out that the structural parameters L/L\textsubscript{⊙} and R/R\textsubscript{⊙} show good agreement between models by various authors. Also, the modelled R/R\textsubscript{⊙} varies very slowly with mass, only 2 per cent change is seen in the radius for a factor of 4 change in mass at the age of the Pleiades. If we add a ±20 Myr uncertainty (which is larger than the limits given by Stauffer et al. 1998) on the age of the Pleiades, then this introduces a ±5 per cent error in R/R\textsubscript{⊙} and thus a 2 per cent error on the effective temperature. We therefore believe our estimates of T\textsubscript{eff} are robust. The COND model isochrones (Baraffe et al. 2003) give a log g = 4.3 for both PLZJ93 and PLZJ1100. Old (5 Gyr) field dwarfs of the same effective temperature (T\textsubscript{eff} ≈1100 K) have a log g = 5.4. This leads us to be confident that lowering the gravity by a factor of 10 has a dramatic effect on methane absorption, reducing the field dwarf methane colour index from ≈0.8 to a small, but positive value.

We now compare PLZJ93 with field dwarfs of similar effective temperatures at other wavelengths. Warren et al. (2007) find a relationship between effective temperature and \textit{H}-[4.5] colour for field dwarfs. Using this relationship we have determined that at 1100 K, the effective temperature of PLZJ93, [\textit{H}-[4.5]] = 2.1. Taking data from Patten et al. (2006), Table 3 gives the colours of several field dwarfs (2MASSJ2339101+135230, 2MASSJ2356547-155310, 2MASSJ1534498-295227, 2MASSJ1546291-332511) at this [\textit{H}-[4.5]] colour, which corresponds to spectra types T5-T5.5, an average T dwarf calculated from these field dwarfs, and the colours of PLZJ93. The bottom two lines of Table 3 allows us to compare PLZJ93 with an average field dwarf of the same effective temperature.

As expected, \textit{J}-\textit{H} is redder for PLZJ93 since it shows no methane absorption, and so is brighter in the \textit{H} band. \textit{J}-\textit{K} is also redder for PLZJ93, meaning that it is brighter in the \textit{K} band than the field dwarf. Methane absorption and collision induced molecular hydrogen absorption (H\textsubscript{2}CIA) both occur in the \textit{K} band and the H\textsubscript{2}CIA in particular is very sensitive to pressure and gravity (Borysow et al. 1997). This H\textsubscript{2}CIA is weak for low gravity dwarfs, which when combined with the H\textsubscript{2}O opacity, which also decreases with gravity combines to change the profiles of the \textit{H} and \textit{K} band fluxes (Mohanty et al. 2007), making the \textit{H} band more peaked and the \textit{K} band brighter. This effect in the \textit{H} band was first seen by Lucas & Roche (2000) in cool brown dwarf candidates in the Trapezium, and has also been noted in spectra of Pleiades L dwarfs by Bihain et al. (2010). We thus suggest that the brighter \textit{K} band magnitude for PLZJ93 is due to the combination of reduced opacity from methane and H\textsubscript{2}CIA in a low gravity atmosphere which contributes to the red \textit{H} – \textit{K} and \textit{J} – \textit{K} colours seen here.

There is another methane band present in the [3.6] IRAC filter and so we expect PLZJ93 to be bright in this filter as well. This proves, quite dramatically, to be the case with a \textit{J}-[3.6] colour difference of ≈2 between PLZJ93 and the field comparison. Figure 8 shows the \textit{K}-[3.6], [3.6]-[4.5] two colour diagram for field stars from Patten et al. (2006) and PLZJ93 and PLZJ1100. The two Pleiads stand very clearly above the field star sequence.

Also shown in Figure 8 is the low gravity T dwarf HN Peg B. HN Peg B, has a spectral type of T2-3 and if it were a field dwarf, it would have an effective temperature of 1200-1400 K and a log\textsubscript{g}=5.0. However, using the age of the system, which is relatively well constrained at 300±200 Myr, and evolutionary models, the effective temperature is calculated to be ≈1000 K (Leggett et al. 2008). Interestingly, HN Peg B does show the expected amount of methane absorption. Using the IRTF Spex infrared spectrum pre-
Table 3. Colours for field dwarfs with $H$-[4.5] $\approx$ 2.1, and an average T dwarf composed of the 5 2MASS objects. PLZJ93 is also included in the table. The 2MASS photometry has been converted onto the MKO filter system using the spectral type dependant conversions presented in Stephens & Leggett (2004), as an empirical sequence of field dwarfs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2MA0755+2212</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2MA2339+1352</td>
<td>T5.0</td>
<td>2.094</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>1.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2MA2356-1553</td>
<td>T5.0</td>
<td>2.054</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>1.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2MA1534-2952</td>
<td>T5.5</td>
<td>2.072</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>1.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2MA1546-3325</td>
<td>T5.5</td>
<td>2.102</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>1.116</td>
<td>1.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>2.123</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>1.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLZJ93</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.026</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>2.702</td>
<td>3.039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. [3.6]-[4.5], $K$-[3.6] colour-colour diagram. PLZJ93 and PLZJ23 (blue circles) and the low gravity dwarf HN Peg B (red square) are plotted with the field dwarfs from Patten et al. (2006) (black) providing an empirical L and T dwarf sequence. The $K_s$ magnitudes for the Patten objects were converted to the $K$(MKO) using the spectral type dependent conversion in Stephens & Leggett (2004) It can be seen that the lower gravity objects sit above the empirical sequence for field dwarfs.

Methane and Spitzer imaging of Pleiades dwarfs

methane in the object should mean more CO (for a fixed amount of C), and therefore more absorption. Recently Yamamura, Tsuji & Tanabe (2010) have seen evidence of CO and CO$_2$ in the [4.5] filter in L dwarfs and it is stronger than predicted by models. In the past the CO has been attributed to vertical mixing in the atmospheres (Oppenheimer et al. 1998), however, it remains to be seen if low gravity is affecting the CO$_2$ and thus removing this source of absorption.

The $H$-[4.5] colour of PLZJ93 ($T_{\text{eff}}$=1107 K) is 3.03 which does not fit the Warren et al. (2007) relation for field stars cooler than 1000 K. This relation was also confirmed by (Leggett et al. 2010) who also noted that it became stronger below 800 K, but used the low scatter in the relationship to determine that it is not gravity sensitive in this temperature regime. At higher temperatures, such as for PLZJ93, the relation is quite likely to be gravity/age sensitive.

PLZJ23, PLZJ93 and PLZJ100 are all clearly cooler than field dwarfs with spectral type T0, but none of them have any methane absorption as judged by their methane colour index. We assume PLZJ23 has a positive methane colour index, but due to its broad band spectral type being estimated at L8, it was not observed in methane filters. The definition of the T spectral class is the appearance of methane so strictly, via this definition, PLZJ93 and PLZJ100 cannot be described as T dwarfs. The colours of these two objects are, however, not compatible with those of field L dwarfs as presented in Leggett et al. (2002). Our colours for these Pleiades dwarfs also do not appear to be consistent with the colours types presented in Cruz et al. (2009) for a low gravity L dwarf sequence up until L5. The colours of a low gravity L dwarf are given as $J-H = 1.52 \pm 0.04$ and $J-K_s = 2.52 \pm 0.03$. Our objects are much bluer than this. It may however be the case that low gravity late L dwarfs show notably different colours to high gravity late L dwarfs which may explain this discrepancy. This may be an additional indication that the L-T transition occurs at a lower temperature in low gravity objects than for high gravity objects. It does appear however, that until an L dwarf sequence is available for low gravity late L and early T dwarfs we have a classification problem and cannot assign these Pleiads an estimated spectral type based upon their photometry.

If spectra could be observed for PLZJ23, PLZJ93 and PLZJ100 it might be possible to classify them as late low gravity L dwarfs, i.e. an extension of the low gravity sequence started in Bihain et al. (2010) for the Pleiades, and Cruz et al. (2009) for field dwarfs.
5 SUMMARY

Using methane and Spitzer IRAC imaging we have shown that 3 of the 6 L-T dwarf candidates discovered by Casewell et al. (2007) are likely galaxies. Of the remaining 3, all have photometry that shows that they are likely members of the Pleiades open star cluster and are low gravity L and T dwarfs. Our findings are consistent with those of Burgess et al. (2009) on IC348 and Bihain et al. (2010) on L dwarfs in the Pleiades as we also see a redder $J-K$ colour and an inhibited methane absorption in these low gravity Pleiads compared to field dwarfs. We have also discovered a problem with the classification of these objects as we have shown their atmospheres contain no methane, meaning they cannot be described as T dwarfs. They are, however, not L dwarfs, as their broadband colours show.
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